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The current prosthetic ESR (Energy storing and returning) feet 
provide only a limited amount of push off (until neutral 
position) resulting in an unnatural, asymmetric gait pattern.  
To mimic normal human walking the prosthetic ankle needs to 
provide active plantarflexion, requiring some sort of actuating.  
The high ankle torque can be generated completely using DC 
or pneumatic actuators only but this requires big actuators and 
power sources. Comparable to the passive ESR feet, part of 
the energy required for push-off can be harvested into an 
elastic element during ankle dorsiflexion, such a hybrid design 
reduces the size and energy consumption of the actuator, 
resulting in a wearable design.  
For many transfemoral amputees an electronic prosthetic 
device is still a bridge to far: They don’t trust the technology, 
don’t want to be dependent on electricity or can’t afford the 
technology, in third world countries this level of technology is 
not widely available. A simple, fully mechanical system that 
Harvests Energy in the Knee and Transfers it to the Ankle 
(HEKTA) could be an option.  
 
1’ energetic coupling: cable 
A mechanical connection between the upper leg and the foot 
allows an energy transfer from the knee to the ankle during 
pre swing.  Unfortunately it is not that straightforward: 

-Such connection would extend the duration of the 
ankle push off, delaying the return to the neutral 
ankle position and thus hinder the ground clearance 
of the ankle.  
-In addition the start of ankle dorsiflexion will 
compromise the stance phase of the knee. 

To solve these problems a locking/unlocking mechanism is 
required.  For the HEKTA, a cable with a ratchet mechanism 
was chosen for the energy transfer. 
 
2’ energetic coupling: Flexion Spring 
The cable mechanism by itself is not very energy efficient: it 
only profits from the energy the knee dissipates during the 
flexion part of the swing phase and the hip would need to 
produce a higher torque to initiate the swing phase, resulting 
in larger torques in the socket increasing discomfort. 
To harvest more energy out of the swing phase, a permanent 
torsion spring between the upper and lower leg is introduced 
into the system. This flexion spring has a rest position at 55° 
flexion and produces its maximal torque at knee extension. 
The torque that was previously dissipated in a damper during 
the knee extension is now harvested in the flexion spring, and 

during the knee flexion this spring produces an additional 
knee bending torque that is used to actuate the ankle. 
 
3’ energetic coupling: Stance spring 
An important implication of the flexion spring is the increased 
instability of the knee, to provide stability during stance and 
allow the natural stance flexion to occur a stance spring is 
introduced. A ratchet mechanism unlocks the stance spring 
during the swing phase. 
 
 Control:  
The control can be done rather straightforward: at 55° knee 
flexion, the swing ratchet is opened and the stance ratchet 
closed, at 10° ankle dorsiflexion the opposite happens. Control 
can be done mechanically, but for the research prototype the 
ratchets are unlocked with solenoids and the angles are 
measured with a potentiometer. 
 
Preliminary results:  
The prosthesis provides additional push-off and with proper 
alignment a more natural stance flexion. There are no gait data 
available yet. 
Preliminary video: http://youtu.be/Nam4eJ7lxn4 
 

 


